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WEEBILL 2 - Zhiyun 3-Axis Camera Stabilizer with TouchScreen
WEEBILL 2 - Zhiyun 3-Axis Camera Stabilizer with TouchScreen
Guilin Zhishen Information Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-tech enterprise that develops, manufactures, and sells stabilizers for
cameras and smartphones and related accessories. The company sets its headquarter in Guilin High-tech Zone with branch
offices in Shenzhen, Hong Kong and the United States. The company led and formulated the first industrial standards for the
stabilizer industry and its brands “ ”, “zhi yun”, and “ zhiyun-tech” have become the leading brands in the stabilizer market home
and abroad, gaining high

Supreme Power, Superior Compatibility

weebill 2 comes with new motor units and an upgraded high-precision algorithm. Combos like Sony A7 +FE 24-70mm F2.8 and
Canon 5D4+EF 24-70mm F2.8 can be perfectly balanced and stabilized on WEEBILL 2 for smooth cinematic shots under different
scenarios. Simply mount your camera onto WEEBILL 2 and WEEBILL 2 can auto tune its power to best adapt to your devices. Be
limitless with WEEBILL 2 and enjoy creation full heartedly.

Responsive and Flexible than EVER

The upgraded 8th Instune algorithm provides high responsiveness and eliminates jittery in fast movement in any environment.
Not only that, you can quickly adjust the speed and various parameters of each axis directly through the dial on the handle itself,
giving you responsive and flexible control than ever!
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ViaTouch 2.0 Evolved Intelligence
Besides HD image transmitting, ViaTouch 2.0 seamlessly connects your smartphone, camera and gimbal. Various gimbal and
camera settings can be adjusted in real time, like Follow Speed, Aperture, ISO, Shutter Speed and etc. Real-time monitoring and
intuitive control are just at fingertips.

